Edge plank stained

Face plank stained

post. These were cut to length with scissors
because the copper wasn’t very thick. Glue the
rudder assembly to the hull being careful to properly line up the three gudgeons. Keep them
evenly spaced and angled and don’t use too
much glue. Paint the gudgeons white and touch
up the pintles to finish this step. The simulated
nails were also added to the gudgeons before
they were painted.

conform to the camber of the deck. These planks
are also 1/16” thick.

The face planks and edge planks should be
placed on the model before we start planking the
decks. The face planks were added first. They
were positioned on the face of each deck break.
See the photo above which shows the face plank
at the stern. You will need to apply some
pressure to the ends of this plank so it will

The position for all of the hatches were drawn
onto the deck for reference. The measurements
for the hatches were taken from the plans. They
were drawn to the outside edge of the coamings.

After the face plank was glued into place the
edge plank was positioned on top of it. The plank
should hang over the edge a little bit. The edge
of the plank that hangs over the deck should be
rounded off with some sandpaper.

The deck can now be planked as shown in the
photo above (right). Notice how the rudder hole
Deck Planking...
was defined by cutting the planks at an angle.
The best way to plank each deck is to start at the
It is time to turn our attention to the deck plank- center line. Place a strip on both sides of it. You
ing. The decks will be planked with basswood.
can see this line in the same photos. Work
The strips are 1/16” thick by 1/8” wide. The
towards the bulwarks from the center line. You
planks would have been 8” wide on the full-sized could also run a pencil down the side of each
ship. This was the typical width for deck plankplank before you glue it into position. The darking during the mid 18th century. The pre-scribed ened edge simulates the caulking that was placed
planking sheet that comes with the kit is not the between the planks on the real ship. I opted not
correct scale. Each plank would be only 3 to 4
to do this because I prefer a less uniform appearinches wide on the actual ship. That is why we
ance. You should experiment with different ways
are not going to use it. Planking the deck with
to show the caulked seams. Some folks like to
individual strips will look better and the treenail- use a black sharpie marker on one side of each
ing will be a lot easier.
plank. The results are a little dark for my tastes.

The deck was stained the same color as the hull
planking. It was treenailed (trunnels) using the

Edge plank stained. Note that it is
notched for the hatch coaming.

Face planks painted red.

same technique we used for the hull planking.
Holes were drilled and filled afterwards with
some Elmer’s wood filler. Sand it smooth and
apply your stain. When the aft deck is finished
continue working your way towards the bow.
The quarter deck was planked the same way
.
This deck has two hatch coamings and is much
larger. There are some extra details worth
mentioning. First, the face planks will be painted red to match the bulwarks. See the photo
above for details. The edge plank will also have
a notch cut out of it. The plans show the forward
hatch set into the edge plank. The 1/8” wide
plank should be notched as shown in the same
photo. The width of this notch was 1/16” (or half
the overall width of the edge plank).

Edge plank stained

Face planks painted red

In addition to these details, the deck planking
was laid down in staggered lengths. Use the
same technique we used to establish the butt
joints for the hull planking. Score each plank
befor you glue the next one into position. The
placements of the joints are clearly shown in the
photo above (right). I also drilled the holes for
the trunnels before moving ahead to plank the
deck at mid ship. It helps break up these
mundane tasks into smaller ones that are more
tolerable. Each deck was sanded, trunneled and
stained before I moved on to the next one. I
painted all the hatches black at this time. When
we place the gratings over these areas, the black

Joggling into the margin plank

Margin plank
that will accept
the joggled
deck planks

the bow by turning the hull upside down on the
basswood sheet. The margin plank will be 1/8”
wide and glued down in one piece. The notches
for the joggled planks will be cut after the margin
plank is glued in position. As before, start planking at the center line and work your way towards
the bulwarks. Only the last four planks need to
be joggled into the margin plank. The photos
The deck at the bow will need some extra
above show how this was done. I cut the forattention. The deck planks would have been
ward edge of the plank into its joggled shape.
joggled into a “margin plank”. The margin plank Then I placed it over the margin plank as shown
should be glued into position first. It was cut from and traced the notch onto it. Using a sharp # 11
a basswood sheet that was 1/16” thick. I used
blade, I cut the notch into the margin plank.
the same technique that was used to create the When you are satisfied with how the plank fits,
cap rail at the bow. Trace the overall shape of
glue it into position. After you treenail the deck,
paint will help hide the fact that this is a solid hull
model with no internal structure. Planking the
deck at mid ship should be routine at this point.
The face planks and edge planks were glued
into position at the bow. See the photo on the
previous page. Then the deck can be completed
as were the others.

1/32” x 1/32” cut as
shown diagonally

Note the concave shape

Waterway completed on the model

Tool used to give the waterway its concave shape

sand it smooth and apply your wood.
The waterway was added to the model next. It is
shown in the photo below. The waterway should
have a concave shape as it rests along the bulwarks. The waterway was made out of a strip of
basswood that was 1/32” x 1/32”. It was shaved
to the profile shown in the diagram on the
previous page. The waterway does not yet have
the concave shape desired. It was still glued
onto the model as is. Once in place, I used a
tool to create the concave shape. This tool is
pictured on the same page. It is normally used to
Scuppers drilled into the hull
sculpt clay. I used it to help create the Sculpey
quarter badges. They come in a variety of sizes.
You can find them at any craft store in close
1/16” in diameter. Sand one end of the dowel
proximity to where the clay and Sculpey are
into a blunt point. You can put this point into
displayed.
each hole and twist the dowel quickly to remove
the frayed wood. It leaves a much cleaner edge.
The metal ball on the end of this tool was used
You can also run a pencil into each hole to
to burnish the waterway into its concave shape.
darken it. The scuppers would have been lined
Slowly run the tool down the waterway while
with lead and the pencil does a good job of
applying some pressure. It will literally crush the simulating the appropriate finish.
basswood waterway into the correct shape.
Remember, the wood is extremely soft and can
The holes for the two masts were also drilled at
be easily manipulated into shape.
this time. The position for each of them was
taken from the plans. Choose an appropriate
Drilling the Scuppers...
sized bit and carefully drill the holes. The kitsupplied instructions has a diagram that shows
you how to build a small jig. The jig will help you
This would be a good time to drill the scuppers
into the hull. In addition to that we might as well drill the holes at the correct angle. The masts
rake significantly towards the stern as you can
drill the holes for the two masts. The scuppers
see on the plans. (See page 8, fig.10)
allow water to drain from the decks. There will
be five scuppers on each side of the hull. The
photo above shows the locations for all of them. The Hatches...
The scupper holes were drilled with a 1/32” drill
bit. The holes were not drilled all the way
The next task I wanted to tackle was the
through the bulwarks. The scuppers are only
completion of the hatch coamings and gratings.
simulated. Each of the holes were drilled to a
I will be discarding the kit-supplied metal casting
depth of about 1/16”. They weren’t deep enough in favor of building them out of wood. The same
to penetrate through the other side. The
methods will be used for all of them. The first
scuppers along the waterway were treated the
thing I did was install the coamings (frames) for
same way. They were drilled partially through the all of the hatches. I used a strip of basswood
bulwarks at a sloping angle. Pay careful
that was 3/16” wide and 1/32” thick. The strips
attention to line the scupper inboard with its
were cut to the appropriate lengths and glued
corresponding partner on the outside of the hull. into position as shown in the photo on the next
The holes may have some frayed edges after you page. Simply glue the strips along the inside
drill them. If this happens they can be cleaned
edge of each hatch. Normally the corners for
up quite easily. Take a wooden dowel that is
the coamings would either be mitered or have

Grating strips and hatch under construction

Completed hatches with gratings

Hatch just aft of the
windlass

lap joints. Since I will be painting the coamings
red to match the bulwarks this detail will not be
necessary. You can glue another piece of
1/16” x 1/32” strip along the inside of the finished
coaming to create a ledge for the grating to sit
atop. I found that the grating fit tight enough that
this ledge was not necessary. I only created the
ledge for the main hatch which will have a
planked cover rather than a grating. You can see
that ledge in the photo below.

of the grating were removed so there was
enough room for the anchor cables to fit
through. The anchor cables will enter these
larger holes after being wrapped around the
windlass drum.

The main hatch will be built the same way. As
mentioned earlier, the only difference will be the
grating is replaced with planks (cover boards).
There will be 5 planks. A ledge was created
inside the coaming for these boards to rest
upon. Use 1/32” x 1/8” basswood strips to creThe gratings were not made from scratch. I
ate the ledge inside the coaming. Before I
used some grating strips that were purchased
from Model Expo. The Model Expo part number glued the cover boards onto the hatch, the
is MS2873. These finished gratings are very
eyebolts and rings were added first. The eye
bolts have small rings used as handles. These
close to the correct scale. I could have made
were made from 28 gauge black wire. I used
them from scratch but only two packages of
grating strips were needed. Sometimes it doesn’t needle-nosed pliers to shape them. They are
pay to build an item from scratch when there are very tiny and it takes some practice to create
perfectly suitable alternatives available. The
them efficiently. After you make a few eye bolts
grating strips if made from scratch wouldn’t have and rings you should get the hang of it. The
been any different than those purchased. In this rings should be placed into the eye bolts. Glue
case the time saved was more valuable. The
these into pre-drilled holes on each side of the
hatch just aft of the windlass should be altered as cover boards. See the photos below for details.
shown in the photo above. The forward corners
A ledge is created for planks to be set on top of.

Eye bolts and rings made from 28 gauge wire.

Use the
template below
to create the
ladder for your
model.

Making the Ladder for the Hatch...

The completed
ladder.

will need. You will have to consider the width of
the runners in you calculations. Cut your steps
to the appropriate length. When the steps have
been made you can glue the entire assembly
together. I used super glue. The completed
ladder will be somewhat delicate so handle it
with care. It should be sanded to remove any
excess glue. The ladder can be stained and
placed into position on the model. See the
photos above for more details. All of the hatches
are now completed. The photo below shows the
project as it stands thus far.

The ladder for the hatch was made from a strip of
basswood. The strip was 1/32” thick. To make
the ladder easier to build I have provided a template above. Simply print out this page and use it
to create the runners for the ladder. Place a
basswood strip on top of the template and draw
some reference for each step. These are shown
as dashed red lines on the template. There is a
left and right pair shown on the template. The
template will ensure that the steps are positioned
at the correct angle. I used a hobby saw with
very fine teeth to carefully create the mortises for Kit Supplied Blocks...
each step. Only a few passes along each
reference line are needed to score each mortise I would like to say a few words about the kit
supplied blocks. We will soon need these for
to the correct depth.
multiple tasks. Most of the kits available
commercially contain blocks that are very square
The steps were cut from the same sized
basswood strip. The finished width of the ladder and unattractive. The Sultana kit from Model
should fit snugly into the hatchway. Measure the Shipways is no exception. It is very tedious to
opening of your hatch to establish the width you create the blocks from scratch in the quantities

Modified blocks

Kit supplied
blocks

needed. This is especially difficult at the required
scale. There are single and double blocks that
are only 3mm long. It is possible to make these
from scratch but the task is not very enjoyable.
So rather than discuss the techniques used to
make them from scratch, I will suggest you
modify those provided with the kit. The end
results might just surprise you.
The photo above shows a single and double
block that have been modified. It also shows a
pair of blocks that have not been altered. Some
of you may not see a big difference between
each pair. If that’s the case, you don’t have to
spend any time making adjustments. I hold a
block between my thumb and fore finger and
sand it to the shape shown. The blocks need to
be rounded and not square. There shouldn’t
be any hard edges. The grooves for the
simulated sheaves were touched up as well.
The fine-toothed saw blade we used earlier was
run through each groove several times. It cleans
them up and makes them more defined. The
holes for the sheaves may also need to be
redrilled. This may seem like a lot of work but it
makes a big difference to me. I didn’t modify
these blocks in one sitting. That is not my idea
Traveler rod for the boom sheet installed.

Modified blocks

Kit supplied
blocks

of fun. Each block is modified as they are needed. They will be stained a “Golden Oak” when
completed.
There are a couple of commercial sources that
make excellent blocks. You can buy them in a
variety of sizes. They are: Bluejacket Ship
Crafters (www.bluejacketinc.com) and The
Lumberyard for Model Shipwrights (www.dlumberyard.com). Keep in mind that buying good
quality blocks online can get expensive quickly.
You might be asking yourself why I am spending
so much time on this subject. When you look at
a ship model, the blocks are a tell-tale sign of a
modeler’s skill level. To the trained eye these
blocks are a dead give away as to whether the
model was built from scratch or not. In the end,
only you can decide if this is important.
Throughout this project other situations will be
talked about. Should you make your own rope?
Should you carve your own cleats? The list is
endless. My goal is to make this ship model so
it looks as if it was made from scratch. The proof
is in the pudding and I will let you decide.

Traveler Rod for the Boom Sheet...
The traveler rod is used to secure a double block.
This double block is used for the boom sheet.
It’s location varies depending on which set of
plans you happen to be looking at. In fact, the
plans for the Model Shipways kit show the
raveler positioned as shown in the photographs
(left). However, the kit-supplied instructions
suggest that it should be placed on deck. I am
also using the rigging plans by Howard Chapelle,
Portia Takakjian and Karl Heinz Marquardt as
reference. All of these plans have drastic
contradictions. For the most part, I will be

sticking with the kit-supplied plans. The information they are based upon are said to be the most
up-to-date and reliable. Even so, I will make a
few changes which will be discussed later.
The traveler rod was made from 22 gauge black
wire. Take the measurement from the plans for
its length. It should be glued into two pre-drilled
holes. But before you glue it into position a
double block needs to be stropped to it. This
double block also needs to have two little brass
nails placed into each side of it. The nails will
obviously need to be shortened. This detail is
shown on the rigging plan. The brass nails will
be painted black. The running end of the boom
sheet will be belayed to one of these pins. Tie
the block to the traveler rod and glue it onto the
model. The photos on the previous page show
how it should look when finished.

The Binnacle…
The kit comes supplied with a metal casting of a
binnacle. Since I am attempting to improve the
overall appearance of the model, I will not be
using it. This casting is not the correct size anyway. It is much too short and a little wide. I will
build the binnacle from scratch using the plans
supplied with the kit. The binnacle was painted
red when it was finished so the methods
described take this into account. If you want to
stain the binnacle, some minor changes may be
warranted. The plans show a brass bell mounted
on top of the binnacle. I have decided to omit
this feature. It is unclear where the bell was
placed on the Sultana if it had one at all. The
replica in Maryland has the ship’s bell hanging
from the aft side of the main mast. I am still
undecided as to whether or not I will include one.
STEP 1: I used a strip of basswood that was
5mm x 5mm for the foundation of this binnacle.
The binnacle is very small measuring just ½”
wide and just as tall. I tried to add as much detail
as possible. Cut a length of basswood ½” long.
On top of this piece place two smaller cubes of
basswood. See the photo above for the details.
These smaller cubes are just under 3/16” long.
Sand this assembly with some very fine
sandpaper.

Step 1

STEP 2: I created the legs and base for the binnacle. Use a strip of basswood that is 1/32” thick
and 1/16” wide. The base of the binnacle has a
very pleasing scalloped edge. Cut two pieces to
length for the front and back of the binnacle.
Rather than shape them while off of the binnacle,
I found it easier to do so after they were glued in
place. Draw the design onto each strip before
you glue them on. Two more strips were cut to
length and glued into position on each side of the
binnacle.
Step 2

The corners weren’t mitered because after a
good sanding the binnacle will be painted. With
all four strips glued into position the scalloped
design was sanded to shape. I used a combination of needle files and fine sandpaper wrapped
around a drill bit. See the photo above for the
details of step 2 completed.

Step 3

STEP 3: A 1mm x 1mm strip of basswood was
glued onto the binnacle to represent the molding
above the base. After it was glued into place the
edges were rounded off with some sandpaper.
Another strip of 1/32” thick basswood was glued
into position for the back of the compass compartment. The back of the binnacle was sanded
smooth after applying some wood filler on the
seams. I didn’t want to see any of the seams for
these various pieces after it was painted. See
the photo above showing step 3 completed.

Step 5

into position as shown in the photo for step 4.
The compass itself was made from a wooden
dowel of an appropriate diameter. I didn’t glue it
on the binnacle yet because the inside of the
compass compartment will be painted black first.
You could also cut a small square of acetate and
use it as the glass window for this compartment.
I decided to omit this detail because I was afraid
it would obscure the view of the compass. The
compass was painted gold.

STEP 5: I drilled three small vent holes into
STEP 4: A 1/32” strip of basswood was used for each side of the binnacle. They are difficult to
see in the photo of step 5. It shows the binnacle
the top of the binnacle. There will be a slight
placed on deck. Once the holes were drilled the
over hang on all four sides. After I glued it into
place I rounded the edges with some sandpaper. entire binnacle was sanded as smooth as possible. I used some very fine sandpaper . The
Then I added three strips of very thin basswood
to simulate the face of each drawer and cabinet. inside of the compass compartment was painted
black and the exterior painted red. Several thin
The strip was 0.5 mm thick. They were glued
coats were used until I was satisfied with the
results. Once the paint dried, four brass nails
were cut to length so the nail heads could be
used as the drawer knobs. They were placed
into pre-drilled holes and painted black. The
binnacle was lashed to the deck on both sides of
the binnacle. Small eye bolts were made and
glued into the sides of the binnacle. Two additional eye bolts were glued into the deck. The
photo shows the binnacle on deck before I
rigged the lashing. I will be using tan rigging line
seized on both ends. Black line can also be
used but in this one instance I thought the tan
line would look even better. The rigging line
Step 4
supplied with the kit was used.

Use the
template below
to create the
ladders for your
model.

Ladders to the Quarter Deck…

tions (plans developed by notable naval historians) available for the Sultana that you can easily
The plans show one step (port and starboard) for project your own style and vision.
access to the quarter deck from the waist. This
detail is presented in a variety of ways depending Elm Tree Pumps…
on the set of plans you have. It is a fact that the
height from the waist to the quarter deck is less
The pumps will be made from scratch. Take a
than 20”. Only one step is needed. Yet some
look at the kit supplied casting in the photo below
plans show two. Another has none. I have
and there should be no debate as to why. The
decided to use one step. The MS plans show
pumps were very simple to make. Only four comthis step located on the break of the two decks.
ponents were needed for each pump. The only
There are no runners for them. They appear to
challenge was trying to fabricate a matching pair.
be mortised directly into the bulwarks and the
Make two of each part and complete them at the
break in the deck. I have decided to create a
same time. This will help ensure that the two
pair of steps with runners instead. These are
pumps look alike. The main drum or “log” was
shown in the photo above. I have provided
made first. An appropriate sized dowel was cut
another template should you agree with my opin- to length. Take the measurements from the
ion. This is a great example of why “kit bashing” plans. I sanded these to an octagon shape.
is so wonderful. There are so many interpreta- Log pumps were usually eight-sided. I scored
Scratch built pump

Pump drum (log)

Kit-supplied pump

Pump handle

Bracket for pump handle
Spout for pump

